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ABSTRACT
We examine the light curves of two quasars, motivated by recent suggestions that a supermas-
sive black hole binary (SMBHB) can exhibit sharp lensing spikes. We model the variability
of each light curve as due to a combination of two relativistic effects: the orbital relativistic
Doppler boost and gravitational binary self-lensing. In order to model each system we extend
previous Doppler plus self-lensing models to include eccentricity. The first quasar is identified
in optical data as a binary candidate with a 20-yr period (Ark 120), and shows a prominent
spike. For this source, we rule out the lensing hypothesis and disfavor the Doppler-boost hy-
pothesis due to discrepancies in the measured vs. recovered values of the binary mass and
optical spectral slope. The second source, which we nickname Spikey, is the rare case of an
active galactic nucleus (AGN) identified in Kepler’s high-quality, high-cadence photometric
data. For this source, we find a model, consisting of a combination of a Doppler modulation
and a narrow symmetric lensing spike, that is consistent with an eccentric SMBHB with mass
Mtot = 3 × 107M, rest-frame orbital period T = 418 days, eccentricity e = 0.5, and seen
at an inclination of 8◦ from edge-on. This interpretation can be tested by monitoring Spikey
for periodic behavior and recurring flares in the next few years. In preparation for such mon-
itoring we present the first X-ray observations of this object taken by the Neil Gehrels Swift
observatory.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Motivated by the knowledge that supermassive black holes
(SMBHs) are found in the nuclei of most massive galaxies in the
universe and that galaxies often merge (Kormendy & Ho 2013;
Richstone et al. 1998), one expects supermassive black hole bi-
naries (SMBHBs) to be commonly found at the center of galax-
ies (Begelman et al. 1980). Despite this, very few SMBHBs have
been detected, typically at separations of several kpc (e.g., Dotti
et al. 2012; Comerford et al. 2013). Recently, quasars with period-
ically varying optical emission have been examined as candidates
for SMBHBs (Graham et al. 2015; Charisi et al. 2016; Liu et al.
2019). Such periodic variability may be imprinted by the orbital
motion of a sub-pc separation SMBHB via time variable accre-
tion (e.g., Artymowicz & Lubow 1994; Hayasaki et al. 2007; Mac-
Fadyen & Milosavljević 2008; Cuadra et al. 2009; Shi et al. 2012;
? bhu@g.harvard.edu; daniel.dorazio@cfa.harvard.edu,
zoltan@astro.columbia.edu
D’Orazio et al. 2013; Farris et al. 2014; D’Orazio et al. 2015a; Shi
& Krolik 2015; Muñoz & Lai 2016; Bowen et al. 2019), or by the
relativistic Doppler boost (D’Orazio et al. 2015b). It has also been
suggested that binary self-lensing, which would occur if the ac-
cretion flow from one black hole was gravitationally lensed by its
partner, could serve as a signature of SMBHBs (D’Orazio & Di
Stefano 2018, hereafter D18). Periodic self-lensing is expected in
a non-negligible number of SMBHBs if at least one black hole is
accreting, and is most dramatic in systems with small orbital in-
clinations relative to the line of sight. The resulting lensing flare
is symmetric and encodes the binary orbital parameters; periodic
repetition of such a flare would be a unique signature of a sub-pc
separation SMBHB.
In this paper, we extend the models of D18 to include orbital
eccentricity. We then use these models to analyze two SMBHB
candidates by considering periodically varying continuum emis-
sion caused by the relativistic Doppler boost in addition to flares
from periodic self-lensing. We choose to consider continuum vari-
ability due to the Doppler boost instead of (or in addition to) vari-
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able accretion because the former, without introducing extra model
parameters, provides a unique signature when combined with the
lensing flares (see D18 and D’Orazio & Di Stefano 2020). Addi-
tionally, in the case of favorably aligned systems, both effects are
required to occur via relativity alone.
We save a rigorous search for self-lensing flares in existing
time-domain data for a future endeavor, and here consider two in-
dividually identified Doppler + lensing candidates. One is the re-
sult of long term optical monitoring, and the other a by-product of
the Kepler mission. We find that our Doppler + self-lensing model
provides an excellent fit for the light curve of an active galactic
nucleus (AGN) identified in Kepler’s data. We use our model to
predict when the putative next lensing flares will occur, providing
us with a clear test of the binary hypothesis for the Kepler AGN.
2 CANDIDATE BINARIES
We first consider Arakelian 120 (hereafter Ark 120), a nearby radio-
quiet type 1 AGN at a distance of 143 Mpc (z = 0.03271). Spec-
troscopic and photometric data of this source exists from 1974 up
to 2017. As reported in Li et al. (2019), long-term variations in
the light curves of V -band flux densities, 5100 Å flux densities,
and Hβ integrated fluxes exhibit a sinusoidal pattern with a ∼ 20
year period. In addition, the binned, merged light curve of V -band
and 5100 Å flux densities, shown in Figure 3, show two signifi-
cant peaks around 1982 and 1997 (MJD ∼ 45,000 and 51,000, re-
spectively), which we considered to be suggestive of binary self-
lensing. We note that while this system has been put forward as a
SMBHB candidate based upon observed periodic variability, this
periodicity thus far spans only two cycles, and correlated noise
processes intrinsic to AGN can mimic such periodicity for small
numbers of observed cycles if the correlation time of the noise is
of order the temporal baseline of observations or longer (Vaughan
et al. 2016). In this work we aim simply to test whether or not the
observed sinusoidal variations and peaks in the light curve could be
caused by a SMBHB Doppler boost plus self-lensing model.
While by eye, the sinusoidal nature of the Ark 120 light curve
is suggestive of a putative binary orbit with modest eccentricity –
the first peak being located near the mean of the sinusoidal portion
of the light curve – the location of the second peak, below the mean,
motivates us to consider eccentric orbits.
We next considered KIC 11606854 (hereafter "Spikey"), the
rare case of a type 1 AGN identified in Kepler’s high-quality, high-
cadence photometric data. Kepler was launched by NASA to de-
tect Earth-sized and smaller exoplanets in or near habitable zones
by searching for transits in stellar light curves. Although only 7
AGN were known to be in Kepler’s field of view (FOV) prior to
the start of the mission, in recent years, efforts by various groups
(Carini & Ryle 2012; Edelson & Malkan 2012) have led to dozens
of AGN being discovered in the Kepler FOV. 1 Spikey was iden-
tified in Smith et al. (2018) by its striking symmetric flare in the
center of a rising continuum (Figure 4). While Spikey does not ex-
hibit a periodic light curve, by eye, the non-sinusoidal shape of the
1 Analysis has also been done on these Kepler AGN in recent years: Kasli-
wal et al. (2015) tests the popular damped random walk (DRW) model of
AGN variability (MacLeod et al. 2010; Kozłowski et al. 2010) and finds that
less than half the objects considered are consistent with a DRW, and Smith
et al. (2018) offers a comprehensive analysis of 21 light curves, power spec-
tral density functions (PSDs), and flux histograms, examining the data for
correlations with various physical parameters.
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Figure 1.
Orbital parameters as described in section 3.1, with the Z-axis oriented
towards the observer. ri is the vector from the center of mass to the i-th
mass, ṙi the velocity vector, ω the argument of periapse, f the true anomaly,
and I the inclination.
light curve and location of the flare imply a high-eccentricity or-
bit within the Doppler + self-lensing model, which we test below.
Spikey is a high-z source, at z = 0.918.
3 MODEL DESCRIPTION
3.1 Model Components
In addition to a steady mean flux F0, we consider four compo-
nents in our light curve model: the Doppler boost, gravitational mi-
crolensing, stochastic noise described by the damped random walk
(DRW) model, and photometric noise,
Fobs = F0 × (1 + ∆FDoppler)× (1 + ∆Flensing)
× (1 + ∆FDRW) + ∆Fphotometric.
(1)
For small ∆, we can ignore second and third-order terms between
the DRW noise and relativistic effects, giving,
Fobs = F0 × (1 + ∆FDoppler)× (1 + ∆Flensing)
+ ∆FDRW + ∆Fphotometric.
(2)
A widely used model for stochastic quasar variability in the
optical wavelength range is the damped random walk (DRW)
model (Kozłowski et al. 2010; MacLeod et al. 2010). DRW vari-
ability follows correlated random Gaussian fluctuations that can
be described by two scales: τ , the damping or characteristic time
scale, and σ, the long-term standard deviation of variability. The
asymptotic value of the structure function SF∞, which measures
the mean value of the flux variance for measurements x(t) sepa-
rated by a given time interval ∆t (Hughes et al. 1992), at large ∆t,
is related to the σ parameter as SF∞ =
√
2σ. We adopt τ and SF∞
as the two main stochastic quasar variability model parameters. The
power spectral density (PSD) for the DRW is then given by,
PSD(f) =
τ2SF2∞
1 + (2πfτ)2
. (3)
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The DRW has a PSD ∝ f−2, corresponding to red noise at high
frequencies (f > (2πτ)−1), flattening to a constant, white noise,
at low frequencies (f < (2πτ)−1). The break frequency is defined
as (2πτ)−1, where SF(∆t) flattens to SF∞.
The relativistic Doppler boost as a cause of periodicity in
SMBHBs is discussed in the case of quasar PG 1302-102 in
D’Orazio et al. (2015b), and in the case of the periodic-light-curve
SMBHB candidates in Charisi et al. (2018). D’Orazio et al. (2015b)
proposes that because optical and UV emissions likely arise from
gas bound to the individual BHs, the luminosity of the brighter
mini-disk (typically that of the faster moving secondary SMBH)
would be Doppler boosted, with the Doppler-induced variabil-
ity being dominant to hydrodynamically-introduced fluctuations in
unequal-mass binaries (D’Orazio et al. 2016). Because the num-
ber of photons, proportional to Fν/ν3 with Fν the apparent flux at
a fixed observed frequency ν, is Lorentz invariant, it follows that
Fν is modified from the flux of a stationary source F 0ν . Defining
D = [(1−β2)−1/2(1−β‖)]−1, with β = v/c, c the speed of light,
and β‖ the component along the line of sight, and assuming an in-
trinsic power-law spectrum F 0ν ∝ να, the apparent flux at a fixed
observed frequency is modified to Fν = D3F 0D−1ν = D
3−αF0.
To first order in β, this causes a modulation of Fν by a fractional
amplitude ∆Fν/Fν = ±(3 − α)(v/c) cosφ sin I , with I , φ, and
v the orbital inclination (I = π/2 denoting an edge-on binary),
phase, and three-dimensional velocity. .
Murray & Correia (2010) gives the radial velocity, the projec-
tion of the velocity vector onto the line of site, as:
vr,i = ṙi · Ẑ = VZ +Ki(cos(ω + f) + e cosω), (4)
where the subscript i denotes the ith binary component, r1 denotes
the vector from the center of mass to the more massive primary, the
Z-axis is oriented toward the observer, VZ = V · Ẑ is the proper
motion of the barycenter, ω is the argument of periapse, and f is
the true anomaly, as shown in Figure 1. For the secondary,
K2 =
2π
T
M1
M1 +M2
a sin I√
1− e2
, (5)
with T the period of the orbit, a the semi-major axis of the elliptical
orbit, and e the eccentricity. We solve for the radial velocity for both
binary components, vr1 and vr2, using K1 = qK2 for binary mass
ratio q ≡ M2/M1 6 1. We introduce an additional variable fL ≡
L2/(L1+L2), the luminosity ratio, and assume that emission from
both black holes share the same spectral index α.
Gaudi (2010) reviews the fundamental concepts of microlens-
ing. The characteristic scale of gravitational lensing is the angular
Einstein radius,
θE ≡
(
4GM
Drelc2
)1/2
, (6)
whereD−1rel ≡ D
−1
l −D
−1
s ,Dl andDs are the distances to the lens
and source, respectively, and M is the mass of the lens. For binary
self lensing,Drel is simply the time-dependent distance between the
two binary components along the line of sight (separation in the Z-
direction) divided by the squared distance to the binary. A strong
lensing event occurs when the source is within one Einstein radius
of the lens. The width of the lensing flare depends on the orbital
separation relative to the Einstein radius. Defining u = δ/θE , for
angular separation δ between lens and source, we may write the
magnification due to gravitational lensing as,
A(u) =
u2 + 2
u
√
u2 + 4
. (7)
To calculate the flux from what we refer to as our Doppler +
self-lensing model, we write,
(1+∆Doppler)(1+∆lensing) = (1−fL)D3−α1 A1+fLD
3−α
2 A2. (8)
where D1 (D2) is the Doppler factor due to the line of sight veloc-
ity of the primary (secondary), and A1 (A2) is the lensing magni-
fication factor when the secondary (primary) acts as the lens. The
Doppler + self-lensing flare model has 10 parameters, listed in Ta-
ble 1.
We use a Python implementation of Goodman & Weare’s
Affine Invariant Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Ensemble
sampler (Goodman & Weare 2010), emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al.
2013), to fit our Doppler + self-lensing model to the light curves.
We maximize the likelihood function,
ln p(y|{xi}) = −
1
2
∑
n
[
(yn −mn)2
σ2n
+ ln σ2n
]
, (9)
where {xi} is our set of 10 variables, yn is the light curve data,
mn is the model given {xi}, and σn is the photometric error. For
Ark 120 we use published errors on each data point for σn. For
Spikey, we bin the light curve data in bins of ∼ 0.5 days during
the spike and bins of ∼ 9 days around the spike, and use the stan-
dard deviation of each bin for the error σn. This is done to favor
models that fit the flare as opposed to just the Doppler part of the
light curve. We assume the noise on the Kepler photometric data
to be Gaussian. For both Ark 120 and Spikey, the light curves are
fit by the Doppler + self-lensing model using emcee to find the 10
parameters and their uncertainties listed in Table 1.
For the more promising Doppler + self-lensing candidate,
Spikey, we again use emcee to fit the DRW model (Eq. 3) to the
light curve to recover an additional two parameters, τ and SF∞,
from which we can also calculate σ = SF∞/
√
2. For modeling a
DRW process we follow (Kozłowski et al. 2010) and use the likeli-
hood function,
LDRW = |Cov|−1/2
∣∣∣LTCov−1L∣∣∣−1/2 exp(−Y T (Cov)−1Y
2
)
.
(10)
Here L is a vector of ones with length equal to the number of
data points. Cov is the time-domain covariance matrix comprised
of DRW and photometric noise contributions, given by,
Covij = σ2exp
[
−|ti − tj |
(1 + z)τ
]
+ σ2nδij , (11)
where δij is the Kronecker-Delta. The vector of residuals, Y =
O−M , is constructed from the observed flux O and flux predicted
in the model M .
We perform basic model selection by applying the DRW
model to two different versions of the light curve: 1) the un-
adjusted light curve and 2) the model subtracted light curve. In
the second case, the maximum-likelihood Doppler + self-lensing
model is subtracted before sampling the posterior. To assess which
of the models is favored by the data, we calculate the Bayesian In-
formation Criterion (BIC) for each model and compare,
BIC = k ln(N)− 2 ln(Lmax), (12)
where k is the number of model parameters (12 for Doppler + self-
lensing + DRW, 2 for DRW only), N is the number of data points,
and Lmax is the maximum likelihood for a given model. A model
with a lower BIC is favored, with BIC differences of & 6 being
significant.
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Ark 120 Spikey
Parameter Meaning Prior Range Parameters Prior Range Parameters
vz [c] velocity of barycenter along line of sight [-1, 1] 0.074+0.150−0.063 [-1, 1] 0.000
+0.002
−0.003
ω [rad] argument of periapse [0, 2π] 4.776+1.514−1.144 [0, 2π] 1.477
+0.088
−0.081
e eccentricity [0, 1] 0.081+0.098−0.058 [0, 1] 0.524
+0.042
−0.043
T [yrs] period [18, 25] 19.527+0.635−0.594 [0, 3] 1.144
+0.031
−0.029
cos I [rad] inclination [-1, 1] 0.281+0.482−0.997 [-1, 1] 0.140
+0.027
−0.022
log (M1/M) mass of primary BH [5,11] 9.859+0.714−0.728 [5,11] 7.4
+0.2
−0.2
log (M2/M) mass of secondary BH [5,11] 6.778+2.024−1.278 [5,11] 6.7
+0.5
−0.7
fL luminosity ratio [0,1] 0.654
+0.239
−0.287 [0,1] 0.89
+0.08
−0.14
t0 [yrs] arbitrary reference time [-10, 30] 23.167+4.536−3.559 [-3, 3] 1.693
+0.032
−0.029
α spectral index [-6, 6] −1.555+2.180−2.729 [-4, 4] 2.09
+0.18
−0.29
Table 1. Recovered model parameters, uncertainties and assumed priors. All values are in the rest frame of the source. Here we quote parameter values derived
from the 50%, 16%, and 84% quantile estimates, see the Appendix. The results for Spikey (Ark 120) utilize the last 20,000 (2,000) steps of the MCMC walker
chains.
3.2 Model Light Curves
D18 describe self-lensing as a unique signature of accreting SMB-
HBs. They show that self-lensing is expected in a few to tens of
percent of accreting SMBHBs, depending on binary parameters and
assuming a circular orbit throughout. They compare lensing flares
for different mass ratios and find that for extreme mass ratio cases
q ∼< 0.05, a significant lensing flare occurs only as the secondary
passes behind the more massive primary. For larger mass ratios,
a second lensing flare can occur as the primary passes behind the
secondary, assuming the primary is accreting as well.
Motivated by the light curves of the two systems studied in this
work, we extend the lensing model for a wider range of situations.
In particular, we focus here on the dependence on two new pa-
rameters, which have not been previously discussed for Doppler +
self-lensing models: the eccentricity e and the argument of periapse
ω. In Figure 2, we show light curves for four example binaries with
inclination I = 87◦ with varying e and ω, for M1 = 5× 108M,
M2 = 5 × 107M (q = 0.1), T ≈ 20 years, and fL = 0.7,
chosen to allow a second lensing flare to appear (assuming that
both black holes are accreting). In plotting the light curves, we shift
the light curves along the x-axis to align the primary lensing flares
(where we refer to the primary lensing flare as the highest mag-
nification flare generated when the primary acts as the lens). For
circular orbits, the line-of-sight conjunctions, which correspond to
the peaks of the lensing spikes, always coincide with the average
flux with no Doppler boost because of the vanishing line-of-sight
velocity. We show in Figure 2 that for e > 0, this is only true
if ω = 90◦ or 270◦, for which the binary reaches periapse at its
northmost or southmost distance from the plane of reference, re-
spectively. The lensing spike is offset from the average flux for all
other values of ω. When ω = 0◦ or 180◦, the binary reaches peri-
apse when it is crossing the plane of reference from South to North
or North to South, respectively.
For highly eccentric orbits, the shape of the light curve and
flare magnification can vary dramatically with the argument of pe-
riapse ω. This is because the Einstein radius (Eq. 6), which sets
the flare magnification and width, depends on the line of sight pro-
jected distance between the lens and source through the binary or-
bit, which in turn changes with both e and ω.
For eccentric orbits, the orbital velocity of both binary compo-
nents is faster at periapse and slower at apoapse than for a circular
orbit with the same period. Hence the widest flares occur during
apoapse conjunctions and the narrowest occur at periapse conjunc-
tions. At ω = 270◦, the secondary is lensed at apoapse and the pri-
mary is lensed at periapse, resulting in the widest primary flares and
narrowest secondary flares. In contrast, at ω = 90◦, the secondary
is lensed at periapse and the primary is lensed at apoapse, resulting
in the narrowest primary flares and widest secondary flares. For ω
near 0◦ or 180◦, both lensing flares occur between the apoapse and
periapse, but closer to the periapse, resulting in relatively narrow
flares.
The binary components in an eccentric orbit have larger
(smaller) separation at apoapse (periapse) than a binary with the
same orbital period on a circular orbit. This has two consequences
for the magnification. On one hand, lensing events peaking at pe-
riapse will have ∝
√
(1 + e)/(1− e) times smaller Einstein radii
than those peaking at apoapse. On the other hand, the angular sep-
aration of source and lens is a factor of∝ (1 + e)/(1− e) larger at
apoapse than it is at periapse. Hence, the strongest lensing flares oc-
cur when the secondary passes behind the primary at periapse; the
weakest when the primary passes behind the secondary at apoapse.
This combined behaviour can be seen in the top right and
bottom panels of Figure 2. The ω = 90◦ curve denotes orbits
where the secondary passes behind the primary at periapse, yield-
ing the highest-magnification, narrowest primary lensing flares.
During the same orbit, the primary is lensed by the secondary at
apoapse, yielding the widest, lowest magnification secondary lens-
ing flares. The opposite case yielding the widest, lowest magnifi-
cation primary flares and the narrowest highest magnification sec-
ondary flares is seen for the ω = 270◦ case.
As is well known, the lens mass and binary inclination can also
change the width and magnification of the lensing flare. Hence, we
expect the eccentricity to add further degeneracy in fitting for these
parameters in the next section.
4 RESULTS
4.1 Ark 120
Figure 3 shows the optical light curve for Ark 120, overlaid with
the maximum-likelihood Doppler + self-lensing model light curve
in blue. Table 1 lists the 50%, 16%, and 84% quantile parameter
values recovered by the MCMC posterior sampling. In green, we
plot model realizations for 0.95 * (number of walkers) sets of pa-
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Figure 2. Example light curves for q ≡ M2/M1 = 0.1, fL = 0.7, I = 87◦, fixed eccentricity e in each subplot, and varying argument of periapse ω.
Parameters are chosen to allow for a second lensing flare to appear. Dotted lines follow the light curve if there were no lensing flares. Light curve traces are
shifted along the x-axis to align the primary lensing flares in each plot.
rameters randomly drawn from the emcee samples to represent the
uncertainty in the model.
For this fit, emcee was run for 20,000 steps with 500 walk-
ers. Analysis is carried out on the final 10% of the chains, well af-
ter convergence. The Doppler-boost model requires a negative (or
small positive) α due to the long period and large amplitude. Pub-
licly available optical spectra, covering wavelengths around theHβ
line, not far from the V band, exist from 1976 to 2017 (Capriotti
et al. 1982; Korista 1992; Stanic et al. 2000; Peterson et al. 1998;
Doroshenko et al. 2008). We use four spectra from Korista (1992),
dating from 1981 through 1984, and find that the power-law com-
ponent of the continuum is best fit with an average spectral index of
α = 2.36. For this larger measured value of α, a larger binary mass
and smaller mass ratio at fixed orbital period could explain the large
amplitude of Doppler-boost variations. Hence, we repeat our anal-
ysis, but with α fixed to be 2.36. We find log [M1/M] ≈ 6.5+1.4−0.9
and log [M1/M] ≈ 10.5+0.4−0.7, with the other parameters largely
unchanged. This suggest a primary mass approaching the limit of
expected and known supermassive black hole masses, but not so
large that the Doppler model is ruled out. While not theoretically
impossible, this large mass is at odds with a measured value of the
central compact mass within Ark 120. Broad-line-width measure-
ments provide an estimate of MBH = (2.6 ± 0.2) × 108M (Li
et al. 2019). However, systematic uncertainties in central mass esti-
mation from broad-line measurements, as well as the possibility of
a time variable spectral slope, could alleviate the above consisten-
cies. Furthermore, we note that the Kepler bandpass ranges from
420 to 900 nm, while the spectra from Korista (1992) only covered
450 to 550 nm.
Hence, based on the mass inconsistency and in light of these
caveats, we disfavor but do not rule out the Doppler hypothesis for
Ark 120. Further measurements of the spectral slope and central
mass in Ark 120 as well as further optical monitoring can elucidate
these issues in the future.
Even in the case that the Doppler-boost scenario is viable, we
find that model realizations exhibiting a significant lensing flare are
not favored. This can be seen more quantitatively by comparing the
BIC (Eq. 12) computed for the Doppler + self-lensing model to the
BIC computed for the Doppler-only model. The difference in BIC
between the two is consistent with zero, as is expected since both
models have the same number of parameters, and find a similar
best-fit.
Outside of the Doppler + self-lensing, scenario, we note that
periodicity due to time variable accretion coupled with lensing is
not ruled out, but is more difficult to test as there is no predicted
correlation between the sinusoidal variability and the lens flare; the
lens flare could occur at any phase and amplitude relative to the
sinusoidal variability. Regardless, observed periodically recurring
flares in Ark 120 would warrant further investigation into this pos-
sibility.
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Figure 3. Optical light curve for Ark 120, overlaid with the maximum-
likelihood Doppler + self-lensing model light curve in blue, and model real-
izations for 0.95 * (number of walkers) sets of parameters randomly drawn
from the set of samples to represent the 95% uncertainty, in green. For this
fit, emcee was run for 20,000 steps with 500 walkers.
4.2 Spikey
Figure 4 shows the optical light curve for Spikey overlaid with the
maximum-likelihood Doppler + self-lensing model light curve in
blue, and Table 1 lists the 50% quantile parameters values with
errors quoted from the 16% and 84% values. Again, in green we
plot model realizations for 0.95 * (number of walkers) sets of pa-
rameters randomly drawn from the emcee samples to represent the
95% uncertainty. emcee was run for 50,000 steps with 500 walkers.
The overall shape of Spikey’s light curve, without lensing, is non-
sinusoidal, suggesting a non-zero eccentricity. The narrowness of
the spike, with a width of approximately 10 days, can be due to the
Einstein radius being small compared to the orbital separation. In
the right panel of Figure 4 we see that the symmetric shape of the
spike is remarkably close to the symmetric Paczynski-curve shape
predicted in the Doppler + self-lensing flare model.
An optical spectrum was obtained for Spikey on June 25,
2012, from which a power-law slope is measured to be α ∼
−0.12.2 This is not consistent with our recovered α parameter for
Spikey (Table 1); however, the error on the measured value could be
large. Otherwise the discrepancy could arise from a variable spec-
tral slope within the Doppler + self-lensing model.
To further investigate the plausibility of the Spikey Doppler +
self-lensing model, we calculate the BIC (Eq. 12) for DRW mod-
els of the light curve with and without the Doppler + self-lensing
model (Eq. 4 through 7) subtracted, as described in §3.1. This
allows us to assess whether including the Doppler + self-lensing
model improves the fit relative to the DRW model alone.
We find a strong difference in the BIC between the two models
of ≈ 190, favoring the Doppler + self-lensing + DRW model over
the purely DRW model. The 50% quantile likelihood DRW param-
2 The optical spectrum was obtained with the KAST double spectrograph
on the Shane 3-m telescope at Lick Observatory. To obtain the spec-
tral index in this region, the two strong emission lines (C III λ1909 and
Mg II λ2799) are masked out and the continuum is fit with a linear model
using a least-squares method.
eters, with errors from the 16% and 84% quantile values, for the
DRW-only model are τ = 586+289−337 days and SF∞ = 0.052
+0.012
−0.018
mag, and for the Doppler + self-lensing subtracted light curve,
τ = 434+397−365 days and SF∞ = 0.034
+0.013
−0.020 mag. We note that
the maximum likelihood parameters are slightly different due to
the non-Gaussian nature of the posterior. For the Doppler + self-
lensing subtracted light curve, a peak in the posterior probability
is found at smaller values of τ = 31 days and SF∞ = 0.01
mag. For the un-subtracted light curve, no such peak is found
and the maximum-likelihood parameters are τ = 123 days and
SF∞ = 0.024 mag. This test confirms that it is not likely for the
DRW process to generate such a sharp feature on short timescales.
The priors are chosen so that τ encompasses the temporal baseline
of the data τ = [0, 103] days while SF∞ is essentially unbounded
SF∞ = [0, 200] mag.
In Figure 6, we plot the PSD(f) for the data with and without
the Doppler + self-lensing model subtracted. With the Doppler +
self-lensing model subtracted, the PSD(f) begins to show a break,
as described in §3.1, while previously, no break was found (Smith
et al. 2018). The break appears presumably because of the addi-
tional power at the frequency of f ∼ 1/yr contributed by the
Doppler modulation.
The most obvious way to test the self-lensing SMBHB hy-
pothesis for Spikey is to look for periodically recurring lensing
flares. In Figure 5, we extend the Doppler + self-lensing model
for Spikey’s light curve to show future lensing flares through 2020.
Three predicted lensing flares could have occurred since Kepler ob-
served Spikey. The next putative flares are set to occur in April 2020
and July 2022. We discuss the possibility of detecting these flares
in archival and future observations below.
5 DISCUSSION
We note that our lensing model assumes a point source, while the
optical emitting region is known to have a finite size of a few hun-
dred gravitational radii (Paczynski 1977; Roedig et al. 2014; Arty-
mowicz & Lubow 1994). Assuming black-body emission from a
steady-state, optically thick accretion disk, D18 compute when the
wavelength-dependent size of an accretion-disk source becomes
of order the size of the Einstein radius, and hence falls within
the finite-sized source regime. Using Eq. (9) of D18 with the
maximum-likelihood Spikey binary parameters, 10% accretion ef-
ficiency at the Eddington limit (consistent with the luminosity and
mass estimate for Spikey), and considering the 420 − 900 nm Ke-
pler bandpass, we find that the ratio of effective disk size to Ein-
stein radius ranges from∼ 0.3−0.9. Hence, the putative accretion
disk around the lensed binary component may act like a finite-sized
source at the long-wavelength end of the Kepler band.
As D18 show, a finite-sized source results in a lower magnifi-
cation than for a point-source, and in extreme cases, a wider lensing
flare. This could affect the mass and eccentricity parameter estima-
tion computed here. However, as evidenced by Figure 5 in D18, we
do not expect this effect to be large, especially in the marginally
finite-sized source regime in the Kepler band into which Spikey
falls.
While a useful estimate of the relevant lensing regime, the
above is based on one source model which would itself depend on
the inclination of the disk to the line-of-sight. Whether or not the
source must be treated as a finite source depends on the unknown
emission region structure in the lensed accretion flow. However,
we note that the behavior of finite source lensing and the propen-
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Figure 4. Optical light curve for Spikey, overlaid with the maximum-likelihood Doppler + self-lensing model, in blue, and 95% uncertainty, in green. Here,
emcee was run for 50,000 steps with 500 walkers. On the right we zoom-in on the lensing flare.
Figure 5. Optical light curve for Spikey, with overlaid maximum-likelihood Doppler + self-lensing model and uncertainty extended to show predicted flares
in September 2013, February 2018, and April 2020. Cut out of the plot is the predicted flare in December 2015. A July 2022 flare is also predicted.
sity of accretion flows to be hotter closer to the central compact
object suggest that finding wider, lower magnification symmetric
flares at longer wavelengths is indicative of lensing. If the binary
self-lensing hypothesis could be confirmed for Spikey, then multi-
wavelength observations of a flare would teach us a great deal about
the emission region geometry.
Finally, our model for Spikey predicts a relativistic orbital pre-
cession of the argument of periapse by ∼ 1.3◦ per orbit, which
would alter the timing of the next flare by approximately 1.5 days
per orbit. While this does not greatly affect the prediction for the
time of the next flare, it does present the exciting prospect of track-
ing general relativistic effects on the orbit with self-lensing.
5.1 Other data and first X-ray observations of Spikey
We have used only Kepler data in vetting the Doppler + self-lensing
model for Spikey. While other data exists, none of it has a high
enough cadence or photometric precision to further constrain or
rule out our model. Figure 7 shows optical data from the Zwicky
Transient Facility (ZTF; which is unfortunately sparse due to posi-
tioning of Spikey on a chip gap, Bellm 2014) and IR data from the
Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE). In addition, the TESS
satellite has observed Spikey during the months of June through
September 2019 and Gaia has observed Spikey since 2015, and will
continue to do so.
We additionally found data from the ASAS-SN photomet-
ric database; however, it is likely that the PSF for ASAS-SN is
too large to isolate emission from Spikey alone. The data consists
largely of upper limits except for a number of widely varying detec-
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tions ranging three orders of magnitude in brightness. As there are
multiple stars in this magnitude range near Spikey, and as Spikey
is near the magnitude limit for ASAS-SN (∼ 18th magnitude), we
do not include these data.
Future planned observations tailored to observing a repeating
flare, as well as further data from ZTF, TESS, and Gaia, will be vi-
tal in ruling out or confirming the Doppler + self-lensing scenario
for Spikey. Gaia epoch data, when it is released, will likely sam-
ple Spikey’s light curve with high enough cadence to rule out or
confirm the self-lensing scenario. With this, as well as the benefits
of multi-wavelength (especially X-ray) observations for confirm-
ing and learning from the self-lensing scenario in mind, we have
obtained X-ray observations of Spikey with Swift and have sched-
uled observations with Chandra.
Initial X-ray observations of Spikey were performed with
Swift during Cycle 15 on 2019 March 16 and 2019 June 22
for 14.4 ks and 14.0 ks, respectively. The observations were
intended to measure the X-ray properties of the source and
establish X-ray light curve data. Spikey was confirmed to be
a moderately bright X-ray source with an average count rate
of 0.01 cts s−1 with the Swift X-Ray Telescope (XRT) in-
strument. XRT spectra were fit with a phabs·zpowerlaw
model using Cash statistics (cstat) to determine the spectral
slope α and 0.5–7.0 keV flux F0.5−7.0 keV in each observation,
where the parameters are defined the same as in Section 3.
The Galactic column density was set to nH = 6.8 × 1020 cm2
as extrapolated from Dickey & Lockman (1990). Best-fit re-
sults for the March 16 observation were α = 0.56± 0.12
and F0.5−7.0 keV = 6.2± 1.0× 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1, while
the June 22 best-fit results were α = 0.67± 0.18 and
F0.5−7.0 keV = 4.5± 0.9× 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1. The flux
estimates indicate a decrease in brightness over time, which is
broadly consistent with the decreasing intensity expected for
Spikey during this period.
This first detection of X-rays from Spikey is promising for
upcoming Chandra observations presently scheduled for the pre-
dicted flaring period in 2020. These observations will be sensitive
enough to detect a 5% increase in brightness, and hence detect the
putative next flare. Detection of a repeating flare would provide
very strong evidence for the SMBHB and self-lensing scenario, and
importantly, non-detection of a flare will remove evidence for the
SMBHB hypothesis.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We extended previous Doppler + self-lensing models to include ec-
centric orbits, motivated by searches for sub-pc separation SMB-
HBs via unique periodic signatures in their continuum light curves
caused by the relativistic Doppler boost and gravitational lensing of
an accreting binary. We used these models to investigate the optical
light curves of two intriguing quasars, Ark 120 and KIC 11606854
(Spikey).
The sinusoid-like light curve of Ark 120 suggests a binary can-
didate with a 20-yr period; two prominent flares suggest an eccen-
tric orbit with lensing. We find no evidence that a SMBHB Doppler
+ self-lensing model can describe the flares observed in the Ark 120
light curve. While we do not rule out a Doppler boost only model
for Ark 120, it is disfavoured as our models predict a binary mass
that is two orders of magnitude larger than the central mass estimate
from single-epoch broad-line measurements.
The light curve of Spikey appears to be non-sinusoidal if pe-
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Figure 6. PSD(f) for Spikey data with (red) and without (black) the
Doppler + self-lensing model subtracted. With the model subtracted, the
PSD(f) begins to show a break, while without the model subtracted, no
break was found.
riodic and has a narrow symmetric spike, suggesting an eccen-
tric orbit and lensing. We fit our Doppler + self-lensing model to
the data and find parameters that suggest a total binary mass of
Mtot ≈ 3× ∼ 107M and rest-frame orbital period T = 418 days.
We find that the combination of Doppler + self-lensing + DRW
model provides a better fit for the variability than the DRW model
alone. This interpretation can be tested by monitoring Spikey for
periodic behavior and recurring spikes, the next of which are set to
occur in April 2020 and July 2022 (Figures 5 and 7).
Because future searches for flares may be even cleaner in X-
rays, since X-ray emission is more compact and can be magnified
by a larger factor, we have obtained the first X-ray data on Spikey
using the Swift observatory. Though not taken during a predicted
flaring period, these data show that Spikey is a bright source of X-
rays; hence, future X-ray observations have the opportunity to de-
tect the next lensing flare predicted here. The lack of a flare within
the predicted windows would rule out the SMBHB self-lensing hy-
pothesis while the detection of a repeating symmetric flare would
be the most definitive evidence to date for a sub-pc separation su-
permassive black hole binary.
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7 APPENDIX
7.1 MCMC statistics
We include the assumed prior range of values in Table 1. For com-
pleteness we provide the one and two dimensional posterior dis-
tributions sampled by emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) for
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Figure 8. One and two dimensional projections of the posterior probability distributions of the parameters, for Spikey. The intersecting lines on the 2D-
posterier contours signify the 50% likelihood values of the parameters, while the quoted parameters above the 1D distributions are uncertainties derived from
the 50% 16%, and 84% quantile values using the last 100 steps for each walker. Compare with the maximum likelihood values listed in Table 1, along with
the relevant units. Corner plot made using corner (Foreman-Mackey 2016).
our more important result, Spikey. A degeneracy between parame-
ters M and I already exists for circular orbits. When we take into
account eccentric orbits, we see additional degeneracies between
e and M , and e and I , as discussed in §3. In the present case,
the range of parameter values over which these degeneracies are
present is small.
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